


USS Delphyne 9903.15


<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><BEGIN MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><

CEOLefler:
::In Main Engineering::

EOPax:
::::in Delphyne main engineering:::::

ACO_Grant:
::In turbolift , heading to bridge::

FCO_Wall:
::heads back to bridge, enters TL::

FCO_Wall:
TL: bridge

OPS_Lynam:
::At duty station preparing to get under way.

CMORevvik:
::on the bridge in the counselors chair::

ACO_Grant:
::TL stops at bridge , steps out onto bridge::

EOPax:
:::::works at workstation, trying to clear his mind and focus::::


ACO_Grant:
:: heads to CO chair::

FCO_Wall:
::TL whines to a stop, exits....steps onto bridge::

CEOLefler:
::Starts packing engineering tool kit. Some special tools added for singularity driven engines::

ACO_Grant:
:: nods to Lynham and Revvik::

CMORevvik:
::nods back::

CTO_Psion:
::At tactical on bridge::

ACO_Grant:
OPS: Is the ship ready to depart?

LtJg_Cray:
::In quarters::


OPS_Lynam:
XO: Aye sir, all crew aboard, all stations report manned and ready.


ACO_Grant:
OPS: In case we need them do we still have those modified comm badges from the cloud incident?

FCO_Wall:
::motions to LtJG Hunter relieves her::

ACO_Grant:
FCO: Is our course ploted?

EOPax:
::::looks at the CEO, observing his work habits::::

CTO_Psion:
::Prepares sensors to emit both tachyon and anti-proton scans::

FCO_Wall:
XO: ::sits down at FC:: yes

OPS_Lynam:
XO: Aye sir, we still have them.  They are stored along with the Sapper packs.

ACO_Grant:
OPS: good

CEOLefler:
PAX: Well I'm ready. Now If we don't have to use anything I just packed I'll be satisfied

ACO_Grant:
COMM: Starbase: Request permission to depart

OPS_Lynam:
::Established secure comm. channel with starbase for future use::

FCO_Wall:
XO: FC ready and on standby

CTO_Psion:
::Runs systems checks on photon torpedoes, phasers and shield emitters::

EOPax:
:::looks at the CEO's bad::: Well sir, I believe you covered just about everything? ::::looks real quick:::: Phase inverter coupling sir?

Nicke_AGM:
<SB> COMM: Delphyne you are clear to depart

ACO_Grant:
COMM: Starbase: thank you , hope to see you soon

Nicke_AGM:
<SB> COMM: yes ... safe sailing

OPS_Lynam:
::Thinks-"Hope to see anybody soon"::

ACO_Grant:
FCO: acknowledged, disconnect our moorings

FCO_Wall:
XO: aye ::disconnects moorings::

CEOLefler:
Pax: Thank you Pax. ::takes inverter form Pax::

ACO_Grant:
FCO:withdraw us from the dock, thrusters only

CTO_Psion:
::Reads that weapons and shields are at 100%::

FCO_Wall:
::heres the release from the moorings::

FCO_Wall:
XO: aye ::engages thrusters::

EOPax:
:::::takes a quick look at the console, making sure the M/A flow is stable::::

CMORevvik:
::sits back in chair...looks at pannel that displays Sickbay status::

FCO_Wall:
XO: we are clear from the space doors

ACO_Grant:
FCO: don't worry about silent running, as soon as we are clear of docking engage impulse 3/4 speed

ACO_Grant:
FCO: engage now

FCO_Wall:
::engages 3/4 impulse::

ACO_Grant:
:: feels the ship move under power ::

ACO_Grant:
FCO: eta to marker?

CTO_Psion:
ACO: Weapons and shields, I report, are at peak performance, sir.

FCO_Wall:
XO: 1.1 minutes

EOPax:
CEO:Sir, M/A flow is in the norm

OPS_Lynam:
::Working on coded comm signals as well as monitoring for similar ones::

ACO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged, hope we don't have to shoot anyone

CEOLefler:
PAX: Acknowledged

ACO_Grant:
FCO: once we are past marker, engage course to the "warbird" coordinates warp 7

EOPax:
::::sits down at the workstation, observing the warp field indicators::::

FCO_Wall:
XO: we could run at maximum warp of 9.3 if would cut off about 3/4 off the time to get there.

FCO_Wall:
::engages warp 7::

ACO_Grant:
fco: acknowleged, but such high warp might endanger ship

CTO_Psion:
::Warbird...thinks of possible weaknesses and strengths::

ACO_Grant:
FCO: I would approve warp 8.5 if CEO concurs

FCO_Wall:
XO: aye

ACO_Grant:
*CEO*: WE are good to reach warp 7, is warp 8.5 ok with current state of engines?

CEOLefler:
*FCO* Engines are at 100%. Warp 8.5 is well within limits

FCO_Wall:
*CEO*: acknowledged

ACO_Grant:
FCO: we should be beyond marker, now engage warp 8.5

FCO_Wall:
XO: aye ::increases warp to 8.5::

ACO_Grant:
FCO: acknowledged

CMORevvik:
::hears them talking about maximum warp...eye twitches....hates high speeds,....it makes his ears pop::

ACO_Grant:
Dr.Revvik: In case we find a damaged ship I want you to be ready to treat survivors onboard the Romulan ship if necessary

CMORevvik:
ACO: My Sickbay is always ready , sir

EOPax:
::::Looks at the plasma flow in the EPS grid::::::

CTO_Psion:
::Checks systems again::

FCO_Wall:
XO: ::turns to face XO:: Cmdr do you have a moment to talk in private.......

ACO_Grant:
*CEO*: Prepare an Engineering Team in case we need them to ahem provide assistance to the Warbird

EOPax:
::::hears Grant's voice on the comm::::

CEOLefler:
XO: Team ready sir. Any idea what the condition of their artificial sigularity is?

ACO_Grant:
FCO: OK , meet me in the Ready room in about two minutes

FCO_Wall:
XO: aye

ACO_Grant:
*CEO*: Unknown at this time, but get with Mr.Lynham and have your team equiped with those modified comm badges

FCO_Wall:
::monitors FC for couple of minutes::

CEOLefler:
*XO* : Acknowledged

ACO_Grant:
OPS: I am going to converse with Mr.Wall in ready room for a few minutes, you are in charge search for the source of the distress call

ACO_Grant:
:: gets up and walks into ready room::

EOPax:
CEO:Anything I can help you with sir?

OPS_Lynam:
XO: Aye sir.

FCO_Wall:
::follows XO to RR::

CEOLefler:
PAX: I need to replicate some the the Lynam type comm badges. Get the speccs and make a half dozen

EOPax:
CEO:Aye sir

FCO_Wall:
::enters RR::

CTO_Psion:
*Cray* Please report to Science station 1.

ACO_Grant:
:: sits down in chair behind desk::

LtJg_Cray:
*CTO* Acknowledged.

ACO_Grant:
:: gestures to couch for Mr.Wall::

EOPax:
*OPS* Excuse the intrusion, I am on the way to the bride to gather your com badge specs would you please have them ready for me?

LtJg_Cray:
::leaves for bridge::

FCO_Wall:
::sits down on couch::

FCO_Wall:
XO: ::sighs:: I have been wanting to talk to you or the Capt about this since I become conscious in sickbay from my injury, its about me.

FCO_Wall:
XO: since I got injured it has change my perspective on wether I am cut out to be a starfleet officer, because of the situation of how I got injured......

ACO_Grant:
::Notes that next officer in line has taken flight control certain that officer is also good pilot::

OPS_Lynam:
*Pax*: Acknowleged

EOPax:
:::exits ME, heading for the TL:::::

ACO_Grant:
FCO: Mr. Wall you have done everything correct as far as I can see

FCO_Wall:
XO: ::with uncertainy:: Cmdr...I must know....this is important to me. What is your honest opion of me and my performance onboard this ship.

EOPax:
::::enters the turbolift:::TL:bridge please:::::hand onto the side railing:::

OPS_Lynam:
::Doiwnloads badge specs to a PADD::

ACO_Grant:
FCO: Mr. Wall you seem to be very professional with your duties and I see nothing wrong with that

EOPax:
::::puts on his poker face, just as the lift doors are opening::::

ACO_Grant:
FCO: Mr. Wall I understand that being injured is painful both physically and emotionally

FCO_Wall:
XO: thank you sir

LtJg_Cray:
::Enters bridge...and walks over to science station::

OPS_Lynam:
CSO: ETA to the distress coordinates?

ACO_Grant:
Mr.Wall: But the Doctor would not have certified you for duty if you were not upto it

EOPax:
::::enters the bridge from the TL walking to the OPS station:::::


OPS_Lynam:
EO: Pax, here you go. ::Hands him the PADD::

LtJg_Cray:
OPS:  4 minutes 37 seconds.

ACO_Grant:
Mr.Wall: and that would be uncharacteristically illogical  for a vulcan doctor

EOPax:
:::takes the PADD from Lynam::::Thank you

CMORevvik:
::notes sickbay at nominal status::

OPS_Lynam:
EO: The XO likes the pink ones.

FCO_Wall:
XO: I guess so

EOPax:
OPS::::smile:::I'll keep that in mind

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  Shall we go to yellow alert, sir?

CEOLefler:
*PAX*: An ammendment to my last order. You better replicate a full dozen of those communicators

ACO_Grant:
Mr.Wall: I want you to remain in starfleet because I believe you will contribute to the federation

EOPax:
::::turns around, heading back towards the turbolift, nods at the CTO:::::

EOPax:
*CEO* Aye sir

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: yes, go to yellow alert.

ACO_Grant:
Mr.Wall: I believe in you and I want you to believe in you . Now lets go back to bridge and find these weyward Romulans

OPS_Lynam:
::Trys to remember all the things they taught in command classes at the academy::

EOPax:
::::enters the turbolift:::TL:Main engineering

FCO_Wall:
XO: I guess I have been expose to things that I just have to get used to ::grins::

OPS_Lynam:
CSO: Anything on sensors Mr. Psion?

FCO_Wall:
XO: thanks Cmdr

CTO_Psion:
OPS: Aye.  *COMM* Yellow alert.  All officers to duty stations, all non-essential personnel to quarters.

EOPax:
::::exits the lift, walking into the engineering section:::::

LtJg_Cray:
OPS: Negative sir.

CEOLefler:
::Sees Pax walk in:;

FCO_Wall:
::stands up and heads toward doorway, enters bridge::

ACO_Grant:
:: Gets up from chair and walks back into bridge area with Mr.wall in tow

CEOLefler:
Pax: You were't on board yet when Lynam and I developed these pins were you?

ACO_Grant:
:: returns to CO chair relieving Mr.Lynham::

ACO_Grant:
OPS: Report

EOPax:
::::strides on over to the replicator, looking at the PADD and beginnig to program it:::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Turns chair over to XO::

LtJg_Cray:
::Scanning::

EOPax:
CEO:No sir, I was not

CTO_Psion:
::Scans with tachyon and anti-proton sweeps for cloaked ships::

OPS_Lynam:
XO: We are a minute out from the distress coordinates sir, sensors are clear, we are at yellow alert.

ACO_Grant:
OPS: very good

EOPax:
Computer:replicate 1 dozen comm badges

FCO_Wall:
::feeling much better now after that talk, heads back to FC station, motions to FC officer::

CEOLefler:
Pax: It was hte mission right before we picked you up. Crew members were dissapearing. So we developed these communicator pins which could serve as beacons through the toughest interference, even subspace.

ACO_Grant:
CTO: will we be better off in search if we go to impulse

CMORevvik:
:;looks at comm badge... it seems to work fine to me???::

LtJg_Cray:
OPS:  Picking up the distress signal.  It is Romulan in design.  I cannot detect a ship.

EOPax:
CEO:Very effective sir, nice job

ACO_Grant:
Dr.Revvik: You will have to take some of those modified comm badges also

OPS_Lynam:
Cray: Acknowleged, I'm scanning for other communications signals.

EOPax:
::::takes the first few badges out, placing them into an awaiting storage container::::

CMORevvik:
AC: aye sir

ACO_Grant:
CTO: ?

FCO_Wall:
::monitors over the FC panel, thinking about what the XO said::

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  I would advise closing further before dropping out of warp.

CEOLefler:
PAx: It was mostly Lynam who did all the designing. I just cleaned up the engineering aspects. Power cells, transmitters. That sort of thing. Very usefull. But they do have a limited power supply. Which is why they haven't been made part of the regular unform

ACO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged

ACO_Grant:
FCO: eta to co-ordinates of distress call?

LtJg_Cray:
OPS: Can you decipher the message.  Perhaps identify the ship?

EOPax:
::::finsishes replicating the badges:::CEO:Replication complete sir

ACO_Grant:
::observes the bridge main viewer::

FCO_Wall:
XO: eta 5 min

CEOLefler:
Pax: Thank you. ::Talkes case with dozen pinns. Each an odd day-glow color

ACO_Grant:
FCO: drop us to impulse

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  Tachyon and anti-proton sweeps result negative.  I will retry the scans for further accuracy.

FCO_Wall:
XO: aye ::drops to 3/4 impulse::

EOPax:
:::::goes and sits back down at the workstation:::::

OPS_Lynam:
Cray: Not yet, It's different than the ones we picked up earlier.

ACO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged, I recall that USS Enterprise encountered a failed Romulan ship that was testing phased cloak technology, search for anomalous spacetime anomalies

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  Acknowledged.

CTO_Psion:
::Adds scans to detect space-time anomalies::

ACO_Grant:
CTO: Low Level theta radiaton was successful in rephasing lost crewpersons

CMORevvik:
ACO:  Sickbay reports 100% efficiency

LtJg_Cray:
::Scans for residual weapons and warp signatures::

FCO_Wall:
ACO: 1.1 minutes til co-ordinates

ACO_Grant:
CTO: perhaps that trick can be useful here

CEOLefler:
Pax:  Mr. Pax!   ::throws him an orange pinn with blue dots:: You will be joinin me on the away team.

OPS_Lynam:
::Works on distress signal::

ACO_Grant:
CMO: acknowledged

EOPax:
:::grabs the pinn in mid air:::: CEO aye sir

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  Agreed. Assuming we have a target to direct the theta radiation.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: Scans pick up 2 warbirds heading toward the neutral zone, probably responding to the same distress signal

ACO_Grant:
FCO: acknowledged

EOPax:
::::puts his pinn securly on his uniform after removing the standard issue::::

CEOLefler:
Pax: get your gear ready

ACO_Grant:
CTO: prepare a probe or two to help in search

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  Detecting 2 Warbirds closing on the same coordinates.

OPS_Lynam:
Self: Uh oh.

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  The probe will be readied.

ACO_Grant:
CTO: that is interesting, let me know if they cross the border

EOPax:
::::gets up from the seat and walks over to a cabinet, pulling out his engineering tools and personal kit:::::

FCO_Wall:
OPS: ::looks over at OPS:: OPS: we'll be alright

ACO_Grant:
CTO: can you detect any Romulan lifesigns?

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  Shall we hail them.  Perhaps they will add information as to what we are searching for.

EOPax:
::::throws the 2 kits over his shoulder:::: CEO:Ready sir when you are

OPS_Lynam:
FCO: I know, heck there's only two of them.

LtJg_Cray:
::Scanning for lifesigns::

FCO_Wall:
OPS: besides for now they are our allies

ACO_Grant:
CTO: hold any comm to Romulans for the moment

CTO_Psion:
CTO: Aye sir.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: more warbirds are picked up

ACO_Grant:
OPS: send word of the Romulan ships to Starfleet using the secure channel

OPS_Lynam:
ACO: Aye sir.

CTO_Psion:
ACO: More Warbirds detected sir.

EOPax:
:::stands ready::::

ACO_Grant:
CTO: launch your probes

OPS_Lynam:
::Sends coded burst transmission to SF::

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  Apparently there is something of vital scientific importance in this area.

ACO_Grant:
Dr.Revvik: can you detect anything nearby telepathically?

CTO_Psion:
::Prepares probes...launches them::

OPS_Lynam:
ACO: Message sent sir.

FCO_Wall:
ACO: approaching Warbird on its Port side

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: sensors show the warbirds have entered the neutral zone

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: How many Ships does that make?

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  Probes are away.  A total of 5 in varying trajectories.

CMORevvik:
ACO: yes...but they are hard to make out clearly....::concentrates::

ACO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged, use them to flood the search area with theta radiation

EOPax:
::::opens his kit and takes out a standard issue phaser, setting it to low stunn: then putting it in the holster::::::

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  A total of 5 ships.  The first two have entered the Neutral Zone sir.  Their weapons and shields are down.

CTO_Psion:
::Instructs probes to emit theta radiation.::

LtJg_Cray:
::Scans the area for any reaction to the theta radiaton::

FCO_Wall:
ACO: we are 19,000km away from Warbird and approaching

CTO_Psion:
ACO; Shall we go to red alert sir?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the warbirds are converging on the coordinates of the signal  

ACO_Grant:
OPS: Use the phase data from the probes to correct the phase from the distress call that should narrow search to aproximately twice the volume of  a warbird

OPS_Lynam:
ACO: Aye sir

Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><PAUSE MISSIN<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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